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Apolline Project Vol. 1 - Girolamo F. De Simone 2009

between c. 300 BC and AD 300.
Myth, History and Culture in Republican Rome - David Braund 2003
In this collection of essays, an international team of outstanding scholars engage with the ideas and
methods of Professor Peter Wiseman's past and present work. They provide a sustained response to the
work of one of the most widely respected Roman historians of this generation. The contributions range over
myth (Corialanus and Remus), the interplay between historiography, literature and myth-making (on
Cleopatra, for instance), and art and story-telling at Boscoreale. They explore Roman drama (Pacuvius) and
links between drama and Virgil's Aeneid; they discuss Catullus in Bithynia and Cicero on Greek and Roman
culture. Professor Wiseman has been at the forefront of innovative research in Roman history,
historiography, literature in context, drama and myth, for many years. His work is marked by the
combination of a powerful historical imagination with an acute sense of the limitations of our knowledge
and of the need to negotiate with the complexity of our sources.
Samnium - Italo M. Iasiello 2007

Papers in Italian Archaeology VII: The Archaeology of Death - Edward Herring 2018-08-13
This volume collects more than 60 papers by contributors from the British Isles, Italy and other parts of
continental Europe, and North and South America, focussing on recent developments in Italian archaeology
from the Neolithic to the modern period.
A Comparative Study of Thirty City-state Cultures - Mogens Herman Hansen 2000
Remembering Parthenope - Jessica Hughes 2015-03-12
This edited collection focuses on how the ancient past of the city of Naples has been invented, shaped,
transmitted, and received in literature, art, and material culture since the time of the city's foundation.
Adopting a chronological approach, chapters examine important moments in Naples' reception history from
the Roman period (when the city was already several centuries old) to the present day. Among the topics
covered are representations of the city's early history and mythology in texts and temples of the Roman
period; later uses of Roman spolia (marble sculptures and architectural elements) in Christian churches;
the importance of antiquity to the rulers of the Angevin and Swabian periods; the appropriation of the city's
classical heritage by Renaissance humanists; the image of the 'local' poets Virgil and Statius in later eras;
humanist images of the ancient aqueducts and catacombs that ran beneath the city; representations of
classical monuments in early modern city guides; images of ancient ruins in contemporary Catholic nativity
scenes; and the archaeology and philosophy of the city's Metro system. Featuring contributions from an
interdisciplinary range of scholars, this comprehensive volume provides a highly accessible point of entry
into the vast bibliography on ancient Naples.
Europe 1700-1992: Il ventesimo secolo - Marco Guidi 1993

Humanism and Religion in the History of Economic Thought. Selected Papers from the 10th Aispe
Conference - AA. VV. 2010-03-30T00:00:00+02:00
363.81
Estética y nihilismo (Hermenéuticas contra la Violencia II). - Teresa Oñate y Zubía 2019-03-12
A lo largo de estas páginas, se hallan ante el lector las preguntas que emergen desde la muerte de Dios que
ya anunciaran Hegel y Nietzsche; también, ante aquellas que surgen, sobretodo, desde el fondo de la
perplejidad en que nos hallamos estremecidos por la violencia que asola el mundo y la incapacidad que
mostramos para hacerle frente. Este libro de Teresa Oñate, quien prosigue la senda de la izquierda
heideggeriana de su maestro Gianni Vattimo, nos invita a la reflexión, desde el pensamiento hermenéutico
crítico, de las cuestiones de Teología Política que competen a nuestro tiempo histórico, aquel que se ha
liberado del orden impuesto por las teologías dogmáticas y los viejos autoritarismos, pero parece
encontrarse ahora esclavo de un nihilismo ilimitado por donde los flujos indiferentes de la codicia y la
desmesura campan sin obstáculo. ¿Qué alternativas cabe articular frente a la voraz máquina de muerte y
guerra del capitalismo de consumo para el cual no cuentan ni los pasados diferenciales ni ninguna cultura
que no se alineé bajo el imperio de un progreso científicotécnico sobredeterminado por la producción de la
producción incesante y el control del control de la supuesta rentabilidad debida a la objetivación,
explotación y homogeneización de todo el planeta? ¿Un progreso ciego presidido por la usura y la
mercantilización de todo (incluido lo humano) convertido en meras “existencias”, en “recursos humanos”
como materias primas disponibles o desechables? ¿Cómo hacer resistir las posibilidades de la vida
diferencial, comunitaria y espiritual si sólo la presencia inmediata disponible como recurso es y cuenta?
¿Qué podemos hacer frente al vaciamiento del sentido de la existencia que es constantemente reducida al
cómputo y la mensura propias de una racionalidad cuantitativa que se ha autoproclamado única? La
cuestión del Nihilismo, inscrita en el trazado y el olvido de la Diferencia Ontológica que se declina como
diferencia del tiempo del ser y el tiempo del ente, está en el centro de las preguntas y problemas filosóficos
de los escritos que este libro reúne. El nexo entre nihilismo y capitalismo de consumo global requiere del
máximo esfuerzo crítico por parte de nuestra resistencia filosófica hermenéutica. Nuestro tiempo-espacio

Seafaring and Mobility in the Late Antique Mediterranean - Antti Lampinen 2022-07-14
More than any other type of environment, with the possible exception of mountains, the sea has been
understood since antiquity as being immovable to a proverbial degree. Yet it was the sea's capacity for
movement – both literally and figuratively through such emotions as fear, hope and pity – that formed one
of the primary means of conceptualizing its significance in Late Antique societies. This volume advances a
new and interdisciplinary understanding of what the sea as an environment and the pursuit of seafaring
meant in antiquity, drawing on a range of literary, legal and archaeological evidence to explore the social,
economic and cultural factors at play. The contributions are structured into three thematic parts which
move from broad conceptual categories to specific questions of networks and mobility. Part one takes a
wide view of the Mediterranean as an environment with great metaphorical and symbolic potential. Part
two looks at networks of seaborne communication and the role of islands as the characteristic hubs of the
Mediterranean. Finally, part three engages with the practicalities of tackling the sea as a challenging
environment that needs to be challenged politically, legally and for the means of travel.
Processes of Cultural Change and Integration in the Roman World - 2015-06-29
Processes of Cultural Change and Integration in the Roman World is a collection of studies on the
mechanisms by which interaction occurred between Rome and the peoples that became part of its Empire
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ontológico-estético nos urge a re-pensar la alteridad de lo sagrado indisponible y lo divino eterno
inmanentes de otra manera: desde la apertura del enlace para el mundo y la tierra donde sí es posible
habitar y la Diferencia acontece en medio de la racionalidad gratuita y deseante del bien común y la
plenitud de la vida social e individual. Nuestro tiempo-espacio tecnológico nos interpela a pensar el límite
de lo ente en su facticidad. Pero también precisa de nuestra intervención. Nuestro futuro depende, ahora
más que nunca, de nuestras palabras y acciones.
Etruscology - Alessandro Naso 2017-09-25
This handbook has two purposes: it is intended (1) as a handbook of Etruscology or Etruscan Studies,
offering a state-of-the-art and comprehensive overview of the history of the discipline and its development,
and (2) it serves as an authoritative reference work representing the current state of knowledge on
Etruscan civilization. The organization of the volume reflects this dual purpose. The first part of the volume
is dedicated to methodology and leading themes in current research, organized thematically, whereas the
second part offers a diachronic account of Etruscan history, culture, religion, art & archaeology, and social
and political relations and structures, as well as a systematic treatment of the topography of the Etruscan
civilization and sphere of influence.
Food and Women in Italian Literature, Culture and Society - Claudia Bernardi 2020-11-12
This book explores how women's relationship with food has been represented in Italian literature, cinema,
scientific writings and other forms of cultural expression from the 19th century to the present. Italian
women have often been portrayed cooking and serving meals to others, while denying themselves the
pleasure of the table. The collection presents a comprehensive understanding of the symbolic meanings
associated with food and of the way these intersect with Italian women's socio-cultural history and the
feminist movement. From case studies on Sophia Loren and Elena Ferrante, to analyses of cookbooks by
Italian chefs, each chapter examines the unique contribution Italian culture has made to perceiving and
portraying women in a specific relation to food, addressing issues of gender, identity and politics of the
body.
Culture and Power - Jonathan Davies 2009-03-16
Challenging absolutist interpretations, this study uses the universities of Pisa and Siena to reveal the
contradictions and the tensions as well as the innovations and the traditions which characterised the grand
duchy of Tuscany and its cultural politics.
Kitab Al-qabasat - Muḥammad Bāqir ibn Muḥammad Dāmād 2009
"Including Selections from Sayyed Ahmad 'Alawi's Sharoh Kitaab al-Qabasaat."
1994 - Massimo Mastrogregori 1999-01-01
Annually published since 1930, the International bibliography of Historical Sciences (IBOHS) is an
international bibliography of the most important historical monographs and periodical articles published
throughout the world, which deal with history from the earliest to the most recent times. The works are
arranged systematically according to period, region or historical discipline, and within this classification
alphabetically. The bibliography contains a geographical index and indexes of persons and authors.
The Little History of the Lombards of Benevento by Erchempert - Luigi Andrea Berto 2021-07-19
This volume presents the analysis, English translation, and critical edition of the Latin text of The Little
History of the Lombards of Benevento, thus offering an important contribution for a better understanding
of early medieval southern Italian (and Mediterranean) history. In the 840s, having passed the danger of
subjugation by Charlemagne, southern Italy’s Lombards experienced a bloody civil war that put an end to
their unity and turned southern Italy into the playground of several competing powers: Lombard lords, the
Neapolitans, the Frankish and the Byzantine Empires, the Muslims, and, sometimes, even the papacy. At
the end of the ninth century, the Cassinese monk Erchempert composed a chronicle about this period that
blamed the southern Lombard leaders for the terrible crisis of southern Italy. It was Erchempert’s desire
that future generations could learn from the folly of their forbearers, and his chronicle has since become
the most relevant source for southern Italy between the 770s and the 880s. The book will appeal to scholars
and students of chronicles, Lombards, Franks, Byzantines, and Muslims in early medieval Italy, as well as
all those interested in medieval Europe.
Popular Italian Cinema - L. Bayman 2013-01-17
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Exciting new critical perspectives on popular Italian cinema including melodrama, poliziesco, the mondo
film, the sex comedy, missionary cinema and the musical. The book interrogates the very meaning of
popular cinema in Italy to give a sense of its complexity and specificity in Italian cinema, from early to
contemporary cinema.
The “Jewish Question” in the Territories Occupied by Italians - Autori Vari 2020-09-30T10:49:00+02:00
This volume deals with a topic at central to the Italian historiographical debate, namely the Italian
authorities’ attitude in the occupied territories during the Second World War and, in particular, towards the
local Jewish communities. Through a reconstruction that is the result of authors with different sensitivities
and historiographic approaches, the contradictory nature of the application of anti-Jewish legislation by
Italian authorities emerges; an application that went from protection to more or less rigid internment up to
handing them over to German authorities. A historiographically innovative book, therefore, that aims to
shed light on one of the most dramatic events of the Second World War: the persecution of the Jewish
population.
Food and Cooking on Early Television in Europe - Ana Tominc 2022-02-15
This collection critically examines the role of food programming on European early television and the
impact this might have had on food habits and identities for the European audiences. It foregrounds various
food programme genres, from travelog, cooking show and TV cooking competition, to more artistic forms.
For the first time, it examines in one place eight European countries, from Portugal to Czechoslovakia and
Britain to France and Yugoslavia, to explore ways in which television contributed to culinary change,
demonstrating differences and similarities in which early food programme in Europe shaped and promoted
progress, modernity, gender and national identities in both Eastern and Western Europe. Featuring a
number of archival images that illustrate early food programme visually, this collection complements other
research into postwar food history, adding a perspective of visual medium that is often neglected. As such,
it should be interesting for food and media historians as well as those interested in European postwar
history and culture.
The Peoples of Ancient Italy - Gary D. Farney 2017-11-20
Although there are many studies of certain individual ancient Italic groups (e.g. the Etruscans, Gauls and
Latins), there is no work that takes a comprehensive view of each of them—the famous and the less wellknown—that existed in Iron Age and Roman Italy. Moreover, many previous studies have focused only on
the material evidence for these groups or on what the literary sources have to say about them. This
handbook is conceived of as a resource for archaeologists, historians, philologists and other scholars
interested in finding out more about Italic groups from the earliest period they are detectable (early Iron
Age, in most instances), down to the time when they begin to assimilate into the Roman state (in the late
Republican or early Imperial period). As such, it will endeavor to include both archaeological and historical
perspectives on each group, with contributions from the best-known or up-and-coming archaeologists and
historians for these peoples and topics. The language of the volume is English, but scholars from around the
world have contributed to it. This volume covers the ancient peoples of Italy more comprehensively in
individual chapters, and it is also distinct because it has a thematic section.
La Civiltà cattolica - 1997
Antropologia delle società complesse - Tullio Tentori 1990
Italian history & culture - 2002
Papers of the Medieval Europe Brugge Conference 1997: Material culture in medieval Europe - F.
Verhaeghe 1997
Global Perspectives in Modern Italian Culture - Guido Abbattista 2021-09-22
Global Perspectives in Modern Italian Culture presents a series of unexplored case studies from the
sixteenth to the twentieth century, each demonstrating how travellers, scientists, Catholic missionaries,
scholars and diplomats coming from the Italian peninsula contributed to understandings of various global
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issues during the age of early globalization. It also examines how these individuals represented different
parts of the world to an Italian audience, and how deeply Italian culture drew inspiration from the
increasing knowledge of world ‘Otherness’. The first part of the book focuses on the production of
knowledge, drawing on texts written by philosophers, scientists, historians and numerous other first-hand
eyewitnesses. The second part analyses the dissemination and popularization of knowledge by focussing on
previously understudied published works and initiatives aimed at learned Italian readers and the general
public. Written in a lively and engaging manner, this book will appeal to scholars and students of early
modern and modern European history, as well as those interested in global history.
Burial and Social Change in First Millennium BC Italy - Elisa Perego 2016-11-30
In the first millennium BC, communities in Italy underwent crucial transformations which scholars have
often subsumed under the heading of ‘state formation’, namely increased social stratification, the
centralization of political power and, in some cases, urbanisation. Most research has tended to approach
the phenomenon of state formation and social change in relation to specific territorial dynamics of growth
and expansion, changing modes of exploitation of food and other resources over time, and the adoption of
selected socio-ritual practices by the ruling élites in order to construct and negotiate authority. In contrast,
comparatively little attention has been paid to the question of how these key developments resonated
across the broader social transect, and how social groups other than ruling élites both promoted these
changes and experienced their effects. The chief aim of this collection of 14 papers is to harness innovative
approaches to the exceptionally rich mortuary evidence of first millennium BC Italy, in order to investigate
the roles and identities of social actors who either struggled for power and social recognition, or were
manipulated and exploited by superior authorities in a phase of tumultuous socio-political change
throughout the entire Mediterranean basin. Contributors provide a diverse range of approaches in order to
examine how power operated in society, how it was exercised and resisted, and how this can be studied
through mortuary evidence. Section 1 addresses the construction of identity by focusing mainly on the
manipulation of age, ethnic and gender categories in society in regions and sites that reached notable
power and splendor in first millennium BC Italy. These include Etruria, Latium, Campania and the rich
settlement of Verucchio, in Emilia Romagna. Each paper in Section 2 offers a counterpoint to a contribution
in Section 1 with an overall emphasis on scholarly multivocality, and the multiplicity of the theoretical
approaches that can be used to read the archaeological evidence.
Cities and Creativity from the Renaissance to the Present - Ilja Van Damme 2017-09-18
This volume critically challenges the current creative city debate from a historical perspective. In the last
two decades, urban studies has been engulfed by a creative city narrative in which concepts like the
creative economy, the creative class or creative industries proclaim the status of the city as the primary site
of human creativity and innovation. So far, however, nobody has challenged the core premise underlying
this narrative, asking why we automatically have to look at cities as being the agents of change and
innovation. What processes have been at work historically before the predominance of cities in nurturing
creativity and innovation was established? In order to tackle this question, the editors of this volume have
collected case studies ranging from Renaissance Firenze and sixteenth-century Antwerp to early modern
Naples, Amsterdam, Bologna, Paris, to industrializing Sheffield and nineteenth-and twentieth century cities
covering Scandinavian port towns, Venice, and London, up to the French techno-industrial city Grenoble.
Jointly, these case studies show that a creative city is not an objective or ontological reality, but rather a
complex and heterogenic "assemblage," in which material, infrastructural and spatial elements become
historically entangled with power-laden discourses, narratives and imaginaries about the city and urban
actor groups.
The Colonial Past in History Textbooks - Karel Van Nieuwenhuyse 2018-05-01
This book examines the evolving representations of the colonial past from the mid-19th century up to
decolonization in the 1960s and 70s ? the so-called era of Modern Imperialism – in post-war history
textbooks from across the world. The aim of the book is to examine the evolving outlook of colonial
representations in history education and the underpinning explanations for the specific outlook in different
– former colonizer and colonized – countries (to be found in collective memory, popular historical culture,
social representations, identity-building processes, and the state of historical knowledge within academia).
il-t-storia-popoli-culture
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The approach of the book is novel and innovative in different ways. First of all, given the complexity of the
research, an original interdisciplinary approach has been implemented, which brings together historians,
history educators and social psychologists to examine representations of colonialism in history education in
different countries around the world while drawing on different theoretical frameworks. Secondly, given
the interest in the interplay between collective memory, popular historical culture, social representations,
and the state of historical knowledge within academia, a diachronic approach is implemented, examining
the evolving representations of the colonial past, and connecting them to developments within society at
large and academia. This will allow for a deeper understanding of the processes under examination.
Thirdly, studies from various corners of the world are included in the book. More specifically, the project
includes research from three categories of countries: former colonizer countries – including England, Spain,
Italy, France, Portugal and Belgium –, countries having been both colonized and colonizer – Chile – and
former colonized countries, including Zimbabwe, Malta and Mozambique. This selection allows pairing up
the countries under review as former colonizing-colonized ones (for instance Portugal-Mozambique, United
Kingdom-Malta), allowing for an in-depth comparison between the countries involved. Before reaching the
research core, three introductory chapters outline three general issues. The book starts with addressing the
different approaches and epistemological underpinnings history and social psychology as academic
disciplines hold. In a second chapter, evolutions within international academic colonial historiography are
analyzed, with a special focus on the recent development of New Imperial History. A third chapter analyses
history textbooks as cultural tools and political means of transmitting historical knowledge and
representations across generations. The next ten chapters form the core of the book, in which evolving
representations of colonial history (from mid-19th century until decolonization in the 1960s and 1970s) are
examined, explained and reflected upon, for the above mentioned countries. This is done through a history
textbook analysis in a diachronic perspective. For some countries the analysis dates back to textbooks
published after the Second World War; for other countries the focus will be more limited in time. The
research presented is done by historians and history educators, as well as by social psychologists. In a
concluding chapter, an overall overview is presented, in which similarities and differences throughout the
case studies are identified, interpreted and reflected upon.
Le Multiculturalisme Et L'histoire Des Relations Internationales Du XVIIIe Siècle À Nos Jours - Commission
of History of International Relations 1999
Symbolic Power in Cultural Contexts - 2008-01-01
Culture and power are among the most passionately argued concepts and ideas amongst social scientists.
The relation between culture and power manifests itself in the concept of symbolic power. The essays in
this multifaceted book examine the past and present forms of symbolic power in different geographical and
temporal contexts. The book is organized into four major parts. The first part, Symbolic
(Mis)representations of Reality, focuses on the concept of symbolic power, classification as a strategy of
symbolic manipulation, the authority of first person narration, advanced marginality, and t.
MATHERA 12 - Anno IV - Rivista trimstrale di storia e cultura del territorio - 2020-06-21
Pubblichiamo materiale inedito sui temi di storia e cultura delle regioni di Puglia e Basilicata. Gli articoli
sono redatti con metodo scientifico e con spirito divulgativo. La rivista esce ogni tre mesi, per un totale di
quattro numeri in un anno, in corrispondenza dei solstizi e degli equinozi (21 settembre, 21 dicembre, 21
marzo e 21 giugno) e ha a un costo di copertina di 7,5€. Mathera non gode di alcun tipo di contributo
pubblico. L’Archivio presente sul sito contiene tutti gli articoli pubblicati sino a oggi suddivisi per numero
di uscita e per argomento. Nella pagina degli autori sono divisi per Autore. L’Editore riconosce il Premio in
denaro Antros alla miglior tesi di laurea e agli Autori più meritevoli. Gli articoli pubblicati da almeno un
anno sono liberamente scaricabili in pdf. Mathera è aperta a tutti.
The Oxford Handbook of the Archaeology of Death and Burial - Sarah Tarlow 2013-06-06
The Oxford Handbook of the Archaeology of Death and Burial reviews the current state of mortuary
archaeology and its practice, highlighting its often contentious place in the modern socio-politics of
archaeology. It contains forty-four chapters which focus on the history of the discipline and its current
scientific techniques and methods. Written by leading, international scholars in the field, it derives its
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understanding of Pasolini today, probing notions of otherness in his works, his media image, and his legacy.
Over 40 years after his death Pier Paolo Pasolini continues to challenge and interest us, both in academic
circles and in popular discourses. Today his films stand as lampposts of Italian cinematic production, his
cinematic theories resonate broadly through academic circles, and his philosophical, essayistic, and
journalistic writings-albeit relatively sparsely translated into other languages-are still widely influential.
Pasolini has also become an image, a mascot, a face on tote bags, a graffiti image on walls, an adjective
(pasolinian). The collected essays push us to consider and reconsider Pasolini, a thinker for the twenty-first
century.
Updating Neanderthals - Francesca Romagnoli 2022-07-15
Updating Neanderthals: Understanding Behavioral Complexity in the Late Middle Paleolithic provides
comprehensive knowledge on Neanderthals who lived throughout the European and Asian continents. The
book synthesizes historical information about the study of Middle Paleolithic populations and presents
current debates about their genetics, subsistence, technology, social and cognitive behaviors. It focuses on
the last phase of Neanderthal settlements and presents the main patterns of modern humans across
Europe. Written by international experts on the Middle Paleolithic who have conducted innovative studies
in the last three decades, this book explores the implications of interactions between different human
species, including Neanderthals, Denisovans and Sapiens. In addition, the book discusses the diversity and
variability of human adaptations and behaviors in the changing climate and environment of the Late
Pleistocene, and the relationship between these behaviors, demography and cognitive capabilities. Offers a
comprehensive update on the variability and diversity of Neanderthal behaviors during the Late Pleistocene
Presents an interdisciplinary reconstruction of Neanderthals by assessing archaeology, paleontology,
paleoecology, anthropology, genetics and cognition Reviews the reliability of archaeological data and the
theoretical and methodological advances of the last 30 years Discusses the most debated Neanderthal
themes, such as demography, diet, socio-economy and art

examples and case studies from a wide range of time periods, such as the middle palaeolithic to the
twentieth century, and geographical areas which include Europe, North and South America, Africa, and
Asia. Combining up-to-date knowledge of relevant archaeological research with critical assessments of the
theme and an evaluation of future research trajectories, it draws attention to the social, symbolic, and
theoretical aspects of interpreting mortuary archaeology. The volume is well-illustrated with maps, plans,
photographs, and illustrations and is ideally suited for students and researchers.
Donne in cammino. Salute e percorsi di cura di donne immigrate - Monica Dotti
2008-10-31T00:00:00+01:00
1144.1.4
Cultural Landscape Report for Saint-Gaudens National Historic Site - Marion Pressley 1993
Crisi della tradizione e pensiero credente - Sabino Accomando 1995
Boletin Internacional de Bibliografia Sobre Educacion - 1996
In Search of Pre-Classical Antiquity: Rediscovering Ancient Peoples in Mediterranean Europe
(19th and 20th c.) - 2016-11-28
Through the analysis of several cases studies concerning Southern Europe (Spain, Italy, Slovenia, Albania,
Greece and Turkey) the book aims rethinking the cultural history of Mediterranean nationalisms by
suggesting how it is an interconnected experience, directly related to the intellectual examples of Northern
Europe, but also developing its own particular trend.
Pier Paolo Pasolini, Framed and Unframed - Luca Peretti 2018-12-13
This cross-disciplinary volume, Pier Paolo Pasolini, Framed and Unframed, explores and complicates our
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